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                    SMART S330

                    
                        SMART PACKAGING CELL

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            On-edge carton packaging machine, in trays without lids. The product layer is prepared by single-picking fast pickers. Insertion in boxes is controlled by a 2-axis robot.
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                    TF 22 TS

                    
                        New TF22 TS dual-head tray erector for punnets with Top Seal Flap WITH OPERATING CAPACITY UP TO 90 CPM per lane.

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Next-gen, high-performance and versatile tray forming machine which provides protective, tamper-proof packaging.
The TF22 TS can manage an outer edge of just 10 mm, thus minimizing edge size in relation to maximum blank size. This tray forming machine lets users process blanks with perimeters as extensive as 700x500 mm, making it possible to form large trays with various geometries.
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                    TF 22

                    
                        New TF22 dual-head tray erector for punnets WITH OPERATING CAPACITY UP TO 90 CPM per lane.

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            With a single-motor and the mechanical synchronization of all movements , TF 22 ensures maximum precision at speeds as high as 90 trays per minute per lane.
This forming machine allows for various types of output – continuous, single, stacked, etc. – and ensures fast, user-friendly size changeovers, no more than 30 minutes per head: an agile solution with a small footprint, perfect for handling small production batches.
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                    Active S200

                    
                        SERVO-DRIVEN BOX FORMING MACHINE

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            High speed vertical electronic forming machine for boxes/trays, guaranteeing high levels of reliability, efficiency and accessibility. Tool-less size changeover and reduced maintenance minimise downtime.
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                    TF 12 EVO

                    
                        Corrugated board plaform tray forming machine with operating capacity up to 40 cpm

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            This machine is particularly suitable for customizations for special applications in produce and industry scope. The TF12 EVO can be equipped with pneumatic and mechanical accessories for each type of need. The version with Citrus hopper is also available to erect both standard trays with top flap and Citrus / P84 type trays. 
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                    TF 12 ESA 5

                    
                        Corrugated board plaform tray forming machine with operating capacity up to 40 cpm. 

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            The ESA5 model is the customized version of the TF12 EVO with corner application device in compact cardboard. The patented corner assembly system guarantees optimal load resistance for any type of standard tray. The TF12 ESA5 can be equipped with pneumatic and mechanical accessories for any type of application in the produce and industry scope.
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                    TF 13

                    
                        Corrugated board plaform tray forming machine with operating capacity up to 25 cpm for big sizes.

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            This machine is particularly suitable for special applications in the industry scope. The TF13 is a flexible tray forming machine to erect the most common plaform trays with sizes of 30x40 up to bigger sizes of 60x80. It can be equipped with pneumatic accessories as short and long doubling sides.
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                    GD 25

                    
                        Corrugated board plaform tray forming machine with operating capacity up to 45 cpm

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            The GD 25 is characterized by a compact footprint. 

Equipped with an adjustable mold, it is particularly suitable and versatile for applications in the produce industry. In the version with automatic format changeover, it can also be used for various industrial applications. 

It can be equipped with pneumatic and mechanical accessories for each type of need, also to increase its operating capacity up to 60 cpm. The version with Citrus hopper is also available to assemble both standard trays with top flap and Citrus / P84 type trays
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                    TF 40 Imola

                    
                        Machine for forming plaform trays and trays with reinforced corners in corrugated board with operating capacity up to 40 cpm

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            The TF40 Imola, equipped with an adjustable mold, is particularly suitable for applications in produce industry. Extremely versatile, it is well suited to the various needs of forming corrugated standard trays, combining its flexibility with high performance and quick format changeover.  

It can be equipped with pneumatic and mechanical accessories to assemble boxes even with special formats. 

The version with Citrus hopper is also available to assemble both plateau with reinforced top flap and corners and Citrus / P84 type trays.
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                    TF 80L

                    
                        High performance small size tray forming machine with double forming head with a production capacity up to 120 cpm

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            The TF80 is well suited to the most varied applications for both produce and industry: thanks to its extremely versatile configuration and the double handling of the chain and press with brushless motor, it is possible to make very quick format changeovers and it can easily adapt to trays of various shapes and sizes. 

The storage with a wide range (over 1500 blanks) allows the box to be positioned vertically to pick up both corrugated and solid board blanks.  
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                    TF 35 BLISS

                    
                        Forming machine for corrugated board case made up of 3 blanks of different thickness, with operating capacity up to 35 cpm

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            The TF 35 Bliss adapts to a wide range of models of Bliss case, with internal corner and half-lids, up to a height of 300 mm.  

This forming machine assembles 3 ergonomic rear storages to facilitate the loading of all 3 blanks that make up the central part and the two sides of the Bliss box.  

The forming press with brushless motor and the inverter-controlled transport devices guarantee high performance in terms of production speed and box forming.  
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                    GD 57.1

                    
                        Machine for forming trays, standard trays with or without top flap, with single forming head with a production capacity up to 50 cpm

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            The GD57.1 is well suited to the most varied applications both for produce and industry: thanks to its extremely versatile configuration, to the linear movement of the blanks with brushless motor, it is possible to make very quick format changeovers and it can easily adapt to trays of various shapes and sizes. 

The GD57.1 features a compact footprint, also ideal for industrial inline use. 
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                    GD 70

                    
                        Machine for forming standard trays with attached lid, with single forming head with a production capacity up to 50 cpm. 

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            The GD70 is a high-performance forming machine for boxes with attached lids or simple standard trays, for the most varied industrial applications in line. The forming speed, quick format changeover and reduced overall dimensions are features that make the GD70 very performing. The version with automatic format changeover is also available, replacing the manual mechanisms.
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                    PB 20

                    
                        Automatic machine for inserting polyethylene bags in open and half-lid trays, with a production capacity up to 20 cpm

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            The PB20 is well suited to the most varied applications for both produce and industry, thanks to its extremely versatile configuration. The accuracy of opening the bag and the insertion speed into carton and plastic trays are guaranteed by handling with brushless motors; the electronic control systems make the PB20 adaptable to the use of both high density (HDPE) and low density (LDPE) bags. 
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                    TS 43

                    
                        Automatic stacking device of plaform tray and flapless corner boxes with speed up to 40 boxes/minute

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Combinable with the main tray forming machine models, the TS43 standard can stack boxes in single and double row up to 600x600 mm at a speed of 40 boxes/minute.  

With the addition of accessories, the TF43 standard can also stack oversized trays. 

It is supplied with integrated conveying belts for collecting boxes. 

It is also available in the stand-alone version with integrated electrical cabinet and operating panel to stack autonomously.
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                    TS 43 IMOLA

                    
                        Automatic stacking device of plaform tray and flapless corner boxes with speed up to 60 boxes/minute 

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Combinable with the main tray forming machine models, the TS43 Imola can stack boxes in single and double stack up to 600 x 800 mm at a speed of 60 boxes/minute.  
The quick format changeover and stacking speed make the TS43 Imola very performing for any application both for produce and in the industrial field.  
It is supplied with integrated conveying belts for collecting boxes. 
It is also available in the stand-alone version with integrated electrical cabinet and operating panel to stack autonomously. 
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                    LF 20

                    
                        Automatic lidding machine with quick and easy format changeover 

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Equipped with easily interchangeable forming heads, the machine offers the possibility to either glue the lid onto the box already filled with the product coming from the production line or to apply the removable lid from the empty boxes for storage.  

The LF20 is supplied with its own conveyor belt (stand-alone), or it can be customized with different recognition and box sorting systems, to integrate the customer’s transport line by adapting to the most varied application needs. 
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                    GD 72

                    
                        Closing machine with integrated lid to bottom tray, with single forming head with a production capacity up to 50 cpm. 

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            The GD72 is a high-performance closing machine for boxes with attached lids or simple standard trays, for the most varied industrial applications in line. The closing speed, quick format changeover and reduced overall dimensions are features that make the GD72 very performing. The version with automatic format changeover is also available, replacing the manual mechanisms.
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                    SACMI IMOLA S.C

Via Selice Provinciale, 17/A

    - 
40026
Imola
BO 


    - Italy



Tel.: +39-0542-607111
Fax: +39-0542-642354


E-mail: sacmi@sacmi.it  - sacmiimola@legalmail.it - sacmiamministrazione@legalmail.it

VAT No.  IT00498321207
Tax code and Corp. Reg. no.: 00287010375
R.E.A: BO-8924
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